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1. Introduction. It is, of course, well-known that the set of endomorphisms

of a commutative group G form a ring R with respect to the usual definition

of sum and product of endomorphism, i.e., for tji and t\2 in R, 171*72 and T71 + 772

are given by r\in2(x)=ni(n2(x)) and ni+i)i(x) = t]i(x)i]2(x).

If G is not commutative the situation is quite different. For one thing

sums of endomorphisms need not be endomorphisms. For another the endo-

morphisms of G generate a near ring of mappings, a system which satisfies

all the ring axioms save two. Addition is not necessarily commutative and

one of the distributive laws need not hold.

Fitting investigated the structure of the algebraic system E consisting of

the set of all normal endomorphisms of G and the above operation [l]C). E is

like a ring save that sum is not defined for all pairs of elements.

This paper is concerned with closure properties in £ and with the larger

system of mappings Kg generated by the elements of E with respect to sum

and product. Ka is shown to be a ring. Here, and henceforth, the word endo-

morphism designates a mapping which is either an endomorphism in the usual

sense (here called a direct endomorphism) or a skew endomorphism. If rj is a

direct endomorphism then — v, given by — n(x) =n(x)~l, is a skew endomor-

phism and conversely. Thus propositions about direct endomorphisms can be

dualized.

The propositions on closure in E are given in Theorems 3 and 6. The

related proofs bear heavily on the fact that a direct normal endomorphism rj

is idempotent on the commutator subgroup.

If G is noncommutative, has no nontrivial direct abelian factor, and satis-

fies the ascending and descending chain conditions, then 77 is nilpotent if and

only if n maps G into its center.

It is well known that the sum of two direct normal automorphisms is an

endomorphism only if G is commutative. Their difference, however, is an

endomorphism into the center in all cases. It follows that, if G fulfills the

above conditions and is indecomposable, Kg is generated by the identity

map and the endomorphisms into the center (Corollary 6.2).

The following lemma is well-known.

Lemma 1. If 171 and rj2 are normal endomorphisms on G then ^1+172 = 172+iji.
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Let r]x= 2Zf-i Vu and r}2= YJl-i Vv be sums of normal endomorphisms.

Then

h h k r~    h ~|

771*72(0:) = rjx Yna(x) = vi II bi2i(x)] = Y viii II V2i(x)
)=1 ;=1 <-l L j-l J

k r-    h -I k.h

= n 11* n mAx) = n hi*w*)]-
;=i        L ;=i J ;,,=i

Thus a product of sums of normal endomorphisms is again a sum of normal

endomorphisms.

Theorem 1. Kg is a ring-

Proof. The additive inverse of a normal endomorphism is again a normal

endomorphism. Hence, in view of Lemma 1, Ka is a commutative group

with respect to addition. The only ring axiom requiring verification is the

left distributive law which can be established as follows.

Let r]x and 772 be arbitrary elements of KG and let 77 denote a normal direct

endomorphism. Then

V [»?1 + Vi](*)   =   vUl(x)V2(x)]   =   JlT)1(x)jJrj2(x)   =   yr)x + T?7J2(x).

Thus, 17(771 + 772) =77771 + 77772. The conclusion also follows if 77 is assumed to be

skew by Lemma 1. A straightforward finite induction argument on the num-

ber of summands in v\ completes the proof. K0 will be referred to as the nor-

mal endomorphism ring of G. The symbols e and 9 will denote the unit ele-

ment and zero of Ka respectively.

2. Closure properties.

Theorem 2. If rj is a direct normal endomorphism on G then r]2(z) = 77(0) for

all zECg the commutator subgroup of G.

Proof. Let z = xyx-1y-1. By repeated application of the normality property

we obtain 77(2) =77(xyx_Iy-1) = 77(x)77(y)?7(x)_177(y-1) =77[77(x)y77(x)-1]77(y-1)

= 7?[77(x)y77(x)_1y-1] =77[77(x)T7(yx-1y-1)] =772(x3»x_1y_1). Thus v(z)=n1(z) for

a set of generators of Co from which Theorem 2 follows.

Corollary 2.1. A normal direct automorphism on a group G leaves the

commutator subgroup elementwise fixed.

Proof. Applying 77_1 to both sides of the expression 77'(2) =77(2) yields the

result.

The symbol 77(X) shall denote the set of elements 77(x) for xEX.

Corollary 2.2. The kernel K of a normal nilpotent direct endomorphism 77

on a group G contains the commutator subgroup of G and n(G) is contained in

the center Z<? of G.
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Proof. By Theorem 2, ri induces an idempotent nilpotent endomorphism

on Co which then must be the zero map. The following equality is equivalent

to the remaining assertion of the corollary:

y~lr)(x)yn(x)~l = v(y~lxy)v(%~1) = rj(y~1xyX~1) = e

tor all x and y in G.

Corollary 2.3. Let G satisfy the ascending and descending chain conditions

for normal subgroups. Let H and K denote indecomposable noncommutative

direct factors of G. There exists a normal automorphism of G mapping 77 onto K

if and only if Ch = Ck-

Proof. Let 77 denote a normal automorphism of G which maps 77 onto K.

Then Ch = v(Ch)EGk and Ck = v~1(Ck)ECh. Hence Ch = Ck-

Conversely, let HXHiX • • ■ XHn and KXKiX ■ ■ • XKnhe direct de-

compositions of G into indecomposable subgroups. By the Krull Schmidt

Theorem [2, p. 156] there is a normal automorphism -n which maps 77 onto

K or some Kt. Since Ch = CK^e it follows that r>(H) =K.

Corollary 2.3 implies that if 77 and K are indecomposable direct factors

of G either Ch = Ck or C#n Ck = e.

Let N, A, and E represent the sets of normal nilpotent (necessarily

direct) endomorphisms, normal direct automorphisms and normal direct

endomorphisms of G respectively.

If ?7i and v2 are in E then

(1)     Vi - Vt(xy) =  bli - V*(x)][vi - ■ni(y)]-rii[rii(xyx-1y-1)(yxy-lx-1)].

In order, to verify relation (1) we observe that

vi - Vi(xy) = [vi - vz(%)][vi - v*(y)]- [v2(y)vi(y)~1V2(x)vi(y)v2(y)~'1Vi(x)-1].

The third expression in brackets can be rearranged to obtain relation (1) by

making repeated use of the normality property as follows.

'72(y)r7i(y)-1772(*)r;i(y)»)2(y)-1r;2(a:)-1 = rj2(y)r;2 ['?i(y)"1xr;1(y) ]r;2(y)-1rj2(x)-1

= T/2[yr;i(y)-1a;T;1(y)y-1x-1]

= '»2['7i(y)-1ya;i7i(y)ar1y~1ya!:y-1ar1]

= Vi [vi(y)~lvi(yxyx-1y-1)yxy-1x-1]

— '72[Tji(a;y*_1y_1(y*y_1x""1].

Relation (1) shows that if wi leaves commutators fixed Vi~Vz is in E. More-

over, if T72 also leaves commutators fixed 771 — V2(Ca) =e and hence 171 —7?2(G)

EZa- We have established the first part of Theorem 3. The remainder is a

direct consequence of Corollary 2.2.

Theorem 3. If »7iEvl  and 772G-E then V1 — V2EE. If also 772E.4  then
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Vi — n2(G)E^a.  If 771GP and r]2EN then  771 — rj2EE.  If also  771GA/ then

77l —772(G) C-^G-

One would not expect to be able to tell as much about a normal endo-

morphism by its behavior on Co if G contains a nontrivial direct abelian fac-

tor as otherwise. As a matter of fact if G does satisfy the ascending and

descending chain conditions for normal subgroups and does not have a non-

trivial direct abelian factor the above results (Theorem 3) can be sharpened.

To this end the following results are useful, where it is assumed for the re-

mainder of this section that G is noncommutative and satisfies both chain condi-

tions.

Lemma 2. If 77 is a normal direct endomorphism and r)(Ca) = Co then the

kernel H of 77 is contained in the center of G.

Proof. For yEG and xGTT we have

^(xvx-'y-1) = 7)(x)77(y)77(x-1)7j(y-1) = vbMy'1) = e.

The condition r](Ca) = Ca implies that 77 leaves commutators fixed. Thus

xyx~1y~1 = e, xy=yx and the lemma follows.

Theorem 4. If ri(Ca) = Co, where rj is a normal direct endomorphism, either

G has a nontrivial direct abelian factor or 77 is an automorphism.

Proof. By Fitting's Lemma [2, p. 155] G= Y®Gk, for a suitable integer k,

where Y is the radical of 77 and Gk = i)h(G). If 77 is not an automorphism F is

not the trivial group. Now every x in Y is in the kernel of 77" for some ra. Since

nn(Ca) = Co if 77(Ca) = Co it follows by Lemma 2 that every x in Y is in the

center of G, hence Y is a commutative group.

Theorem 5. If r\(Ca) =e, where 77 is a normal direct endomorphism, either

G has a nontrivial direct abelian factor or 77 is nilpotent.

Proof. G= Y®Gk as above. Also, since Ca is in the kernel of 77, 77(G), and

hence Gk, is commutative. Thus, either Gk = e and 77 is nilpotent or G has a

nontrivial direct abelian factor.

Theorem 6. Given that G has no nontrivial direct abelian factor, then

(2) N is a group with respect to addition;

(3) 771 — 772G-4 and 77i+772G-4 for vi in A and r]2 in N;

(4) 771 — 772GA7 for 771 in A and t?2 in A.

Proof. By Theorem 3,771 — 772 and 771 + 772 are normal direct endomorphisms

in each of the above cases. That they are nilpotent or automorphisms in the

different cases is shown by applying Theorems 4 or 5 after observing the

effect of each on Co.
It follows from Theorem 6 that the direct normal automorphisms of a

group which has no direct abelian factor are entirely determined by the set
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of normal nilpotent direct endomorphisms as indicated by the following.

Corollary 6.1. Given that G has no nontrivial direct abelian factor, G has

a direct normal automorphism other than the identity map if and only if G has

an endomorphism into its center other than 9. Every r\EA is of the form €+f

where XEN and conversely every such mapping is in A.

Proof. If G has distinct direct normal automorphisms 771 and 772 then

771 — 772 is nilpotent by Theorem 6 and distinct from 9. By Corollary 2.2,

771 — 772(G) is in the center of G. Conversely, if 77 is an endomorphism such that

77(G) is in the center of G then 77 is normal direct nilpotent. If rj^9, e+77 is a

normal direct automorphism distinct from «. The remainder of the corollary

follows directly.

Corollary 6.2. If G is indecomposable Kg is generated by e and the set N.

Proof. The result follows from Fitting's Lemma, which asserts that if

77G-E then r)EN or rjE-A, and Corollary 6.1.

Theorem 7. Given that G has no direct abelian factor. Then, if Ca has index

ra and Za has order m, G has a normal nilpotent endomorphism different from 9

and hence a normal direct automorphism different from e if and only if ra and m

have a common factor other than 1.

Proof. Let pj^l be a prime which divides both ra and m. The order of

G/Ca is then a multiple of p. It follows that G/Ca is homomorphic to the

group Gp of order p. Moreover, since p divides the order of Za, Za contains a

group of order p. It follows that G possesses an endomorphism f ( 9*9) into

ZG. By the proof of Corollary 6.1 f is normal nilpotent. Also, by Corollary

6.1, G has a normal direct automorphism other than e.

Conversely, if 77 is a normal direct automorphism of G then J" = 6 — 77 is

normal nilpotent and is an endomorphism into Za. The order k (t^I) of f(G)

divides the order of Za. Let K denote the kernel of f. Then KZJCa and the

index of Ca equals k times the index of Co in K.

These results are related to Fitting's Theorem 7 [l, p. 533] which states

that if G is indecomposable N is a two-sided nilpotent ideal in E and E has

the property that every 77 in E and not in AT is a unit. Fitting's definition of

a two-sided ideal in E is like the customary definition save that, as in E,

sum is not defined for all pairs of elements. Theorem 6 and Corollary 6.1

imply that TV is a ring in the usual sense and that N and e + N are the only

cosets of E (mod N).

3. Characterization of mappings in Ka.

Theorem 8. A normal mapping 77 on a noncommutative group G is a sum

of ra normal direct endomorphisms each of which leaves Cq elementwise fixed if

and only if 77 has the following properties.
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(5) v(x)~lyv(x) — x~"yxn,

(6) v(xy) = v(x)v(y)[y~nx-"(xy)n].

Proof. In proving Theorem 3 it was actually shown that if 771 and t?2EE

and if Vi(Co) = Ca (i = l, 2) then 771 — 772 is an endomorphism into the center.

This implies that 77 is as in Theorem 8 if and only if v = ne+% where f(G)CZG.

To establish the necessity of the conditions we may assume then that

77 = M€+f. Thus

v(x)~1yv(x) = x~n{(x)~1yxn£(x) = x""yxn

and

■n(xy) = (xy)n{(xy) = xn{(x)yn{(y) [y~nx~n(xy)n] = r>(x)ri(y)y-nx-n(xy)n.

To verify the sufficiency of conditions (5) and (6) we use an inductive

argument. If m = 1 relation (6) asserts that 77 is a direct endomorphism. Also

by property (5), which then holds,

r)(y~lx~xyx) = y~1v(x)~1yv(x) = y~1x~1yx

and, hence, 77 is the identity mapping on Co.

Assuming the conditions sufficient for all Kn <k we assume n = k and let

771 = 77 — 6. We have

Vi(x)~*yvi(x) = xr\(x)~lyv(x)x~1 = x~Cn_1)yx"_1.

Also,

Vi(xy) = v(xy)(xy)~1 = ■n(x)-q(y)y-nx-n(xy)"(xy)-1.

Thus, remembering that 77(z)~1z = zt7(z)-1, we have

vi(xy) = vi(x)vi(y)[yv(y)~lxv(x)~1v(x)v(y)y~'nx-n(xy)n~1].

Using property (5) the expression in brackets reduces to y_(B_1)x_<n_1>(xy)n_1.

Thus by the inductive hypothesis 771 is a sum of k — l normal direct endomor-

phisms each of which is the identity on Ca and since 77 = 771 + 6 the theorem is

proved.

Corollary 8.1. ^4 normal mapping f is a sum of k normal skew endo-

morphisms each of which is the negative of the identity mapping on Co if and

only if

(7) fW^Kx)-1 = x~"yxn

and

(8) i(xy) = (xy)-nxnynr(y)i-(x).

Proof. The corollary follows directly from the fact that f is a sum of k

normal skew endomorphisms each of which is the negative of the identity on
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Co if and only if — f is a sum of k normal direct endomorphisms each of which

is the identity on Co, the fact that — f(x) =f(x)_1 and Theorem 8.

Theorem 9. If G satisfies both chain conditions and is indecomposable 77

belongs to KG if and only if 77 satisfies relations (5) and (6) or relations (7) and

(8) for some n ^ 0.

Proof. The conclusion is immediate if G is commutative. Fitting's Lemma

implies that if G is indecomposable and 77 is a normal direct endomorphism

then 77 is either an automorphism or nilpotent. Thus, in view of Theorem 6, a

sum of normal endomorphisms is a sum of n normal direct automorphisms,

of m normal skew automorphisms or is nilpotent. This, in view of Theorem 8

and its corollary, implies the theorem.

Theorem 9 can also be stated in the following manner.

If G satisfies both chain conditions and is indecomposable 77 belongs to

Kg if and only if either 77 or —77 satisfies relations (5) and (6) for some m^O.

Let d for i = l, ■ ■ • , n represent arbitrary groups. With each element

77 = 771, ••■, ?7n in the direct sum K = K0l® • ■ ■ @K0n we associate the

mapping 77'= 77/+ • ■ • +77,,' where tj' =Vie' and e' is the projection of

G' = Gi0 • • • ®Gn onto Gi. This correspondence is an isomorphism between

K and a subring K' of Ko'- Thus v'EK' if and only if 77' = 77/ + • • • +77/

where 77/ is induced by Vi&Kof for i=l, • • • , n. K and K' are identified in

the following theorem.

Theorem 10. Let G'=Gi ® • • • <8>G„ where the Gi are arbitrary groups.

Then v'EKG> if and only if 77' = 77' +77/ where 77/ EKGl® • • • ®KG„ and 77/

is an endomorphism into the center of G.

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from the above discussion

and the fact that an endomorphism into the center is normal.

To establish the necessity of the condition we note that if tj'GT^g' then

v' = (el + ••• + e:W(e{ + ■ ■ ■ + ei)

= elv'el + ■ ■ ■ + elve/i + Y «/*'«/

where e^v'e' is induced by an 77, in KGi and 772' = Y&i «/'?'«/ is a sum of

endomorphisms into the center of G and hence is an endomorphism into the

center of G.
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